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Payroll GB Infotypes
0000 Actions
0001 Organisational Assignment
0002 Personal Details *
0003 Payroll Status
0006 Addresses *
0007 Planned Working Time
0008 Basic Pay
0009 Bank Details *
0011 External Bank Transfers
0014 Recurring Payments/Deductions
0015 Additional Payments
0016 Contract Elements *
0017 Travel Privileges
0019 Monitoring of Tasks
0021 Family/Related Person
0023 Other/Previous Employers
0024 Qualifications
0027 Cost Distribution
0031 Reference Personnel Numbers

0032 Internal Data
0040 Objects on Loan
0041 Date Specifications
0045 Loans *
0048 Residence Status
0052 Wage Maintenance
0057 Membership Fees
*0065 Tax Data GB *
*0069 National Ins. GB *
*0070 Court Orders *
*0071 Pension Funds *
0077 Additional Personal Details
*0084 SSP Control GB* (use feature GBQDP )
*0085 SSP1(L) Form Data GB *
*0086 SSP/SMP Exclusions GB *
*0087 WFTC (no longer used) *
*0088 SMP/SAP/SPP GB *

Payroll GB Infotypes
0105 Communication
0121 Ref Per Nos Priority
0128 Notifications
0185 Personal IDs
0416 Quote Compensation
0442 Company Car
*0570 Offshore Tax GB*
*0571 Offshore Social Security GB*
*0572 Absence Scheme Override *
*0614 HESA Master Data*
*0615 HE Contract Data*
*0616 HESA Submited Data*
*0617 Clinical Details*
*0618 HESA Academic Qualifications*
*0648 Bar Point Info *
*0655 ESS Remuneration Settings *
0743 Discipline
*0757 Working Family Tax Credit*

*0793 Payment Made in Error *
*0874 Predetermination PAYE and NIC Adjus. *
*3297 Pensions Reform*
2001 Absence *
2002 Attendances
2006 Absences Quotas
2010 Emp Remuneration Info
2051 Monthly Calendar

Payroll GB
•

•

IT0002 Personal Details: An additional filed ‘National Insurance (NI) Number’ field has
been added for GB. The given field is used to store NI no for an employee, which is
automatically transferred to IT 0069. The NI no cannot be changed or altered in IT
0069 but has to be updated via IT 0002. There is another UK specific field, which the
standard screen 2044 doesn't show, but screen 2008 (usually used for applicants in
the UK) does. It's the field "sexual orientation", which is stored in Infotype 3346 (same
way as working time directive fields from 0016 are stored in 0280).
0016 Contract Elements: It has been amended to store beneficial loans and working
time directive for the employees. The calculation method indicator in beneficial loans
indicate the method of calculation (average or precise calculation method) to be used
while calculating tax benefit that an employee uses on receiving an interest-free or
cheap loan (beneficial loan) from an employer. If the WTD indicator is opted out, it
indicates the employee has agreed to work more than the stipulated 48-hour average
weekly limit. A special note on working time directive fields in IT0016: Whilst they are
displayed in IT0016, they are actually stored in IT0280. Whilst 0280 cannot be
processed directly in PA30/PA20, it is important to know, where you find these fields,
e.g., when creating an ad-hoc query or writing a custom report. The data is in
database table PA0280, not PA0016.

Payroll GB
• 0045 Loan: o Two additional fields have been added: Loan category,
MIRAS indicator
– Loan category field is used to specify the kind of loan that the user has
taken, while MIRAS indicator is used to specify whether the loan was
eligible under MIRAS scheme (mortgage interest relief at source) or
not. However, MIRAS scheme was withdrawn post April 6, 2000 and
hence, this indicator needs to be left unchecked

Payroll GB
Infotype 0065: Tax Details
http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/ERPHCM/Tax+Calculation+for+UK+Payroll
Note 2086678 (SP 81/B5)
allows for the ‘M’ and ‘N’ tax
codes. This is for the
transferable tax allowance for
married couples announced on
December 5th 2013
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Payroll GB
Infotype 0069: National Insurance
If no details are stored, the
system uses the default values
set up during payroll
customization, using the feature
GNICD.

Note 2092992 (SP 81/B5) supports
the Abolition of ER NI for EE’s
under 21 years of age.

Payroll GB

Note 2092992 (SP
81/B5) supports the
Abolition of ER NI for
EE’s under 21 years of
age.
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Infotype 0070: Court Orders
http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=298550016
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Infotype 0088: SMP/SAP/SPP GB

Payroll GB
• All employee information relevant to SMP/SAP/SPP evaluation needs to be
recorded in the Infotype 0088. The Infotype provides the Payroll
component with the information it requires to evaluate the employee's
maternity, adoption or paternity leave data, and therefore calculate the
correct payments during the payroll run. The Payroll component also uses
the information to update the Absence Calendar.
• All information required by the Payroll component for SMP/SAP/SPP
evaluation is stored in the following Infotype records:
– SMP/SAP/SPP GB (Infotype 0088)
– SSP/SMP/SAP/SPP Exclusions (Infotype 0086)
– Absences (Infotype 2001)
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Payroll GB
Absence Processing Infotype 0088 & 2001

Statutory Absences

Payroll GB
Absence Processing: Infotype 2001

Payroll GB
Absence Processing
• Absences (Infotype 2001): National Features Great Britain
– A number of additional features are provided on the Absences (2001)
Infotype for Great Britain and Ireland for OSP/OMP processing using
screen 2008. These are as follows:
• Absence entry check
– The system checks the consistency of the employee's master data and
absence scheme customizing.
– When an absence is entered using the Absences (2001) Infotype, the
following information is available:
• The absence scheme that the employee is in on the first day of the
absence
• The amount of entitlements left on the first day of the absence
• How the absence will be broken down for payment
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•

Backdated changes to the Pension Funds (Infotype 0071) record do trigger
retrocalculation.
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Payroll GB
Infotype 0442: Company Car

Payroll GB
The main purpose of this record is to provide the payroll and the P11D report Summary of
Taxable Benefits for End-of-Year Reporting Great Britain (RPCP11G0) with information for Class
1A National Insurance contribution (NICs) calculation.
To calculate the car benefit, the system requires the following information:
1. A valid make and model of the car.
2. The CO2 emissions have been maintained for each make and model.
3. Periods for which the car is unavailable for use.
4. Payments made for private use.
The system calculates the car benefit as a percentage of the car price. This percentage is set
according to the level CO2 emissions for the car. The system then makes the appropriate
unavailability and calculates employee contributions.

Payroll GB Infotype 0793
I am not sure whether this has been
superseded completely by 0874.

Payroll GB
Predetermination PAYE and NIC Adjustment (Infotype 0874)
Definition: This infotype stores the following information: Tax and NIC amount adjustments,
Reason for the adjustment
Use: In case of any discrepancy between the actual tax and NIC amount payable, and the amount
that the system calculates for the employee, you must manually calculate the difference
amount and enter the same here. The system uses the information in this infotype to adjust
the tax amount, and employee and employer NIC contribution amounts.
Structure: In the Predetermination PAYE and NIC Adjus section:
• The NI number is defaulted. Enter the date that falls in the period in which you want to adjust
the amount in the Adjustment Date field. In the Tax Adjustment section: Enter the
adjustment amount, which is the difference between the actual tax amount and the amount
that the system calculates. In Reason for Adjustment section, give a detailed description of
why you are adjusting the amount. In the NIC Adjustment section: Enter the adjustment
amount in the EE NIC Adj. Amount field, which is the difference between the employee’s
actual contribution to NIC amount and the amount that the system calculates. Enter the
adjustment amount in the ER NIC Adj. Amount field, which is the difference between the
employer’s actual contribution to NIC amount and the amount that the system calculates. In
Reason for Adjustment section give a detailed description of why you are adjusting the
amount.
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Integration: Predetermination TAX & NIC Adjustment payroll function (P0874)
reads the information in this Infotype to generate the values of the
following adjustment wage types:
– Tax Adjustment wage type (/5TA)
– EE NIC Adjustment wage type (/3N1)
– ER NIC Adjustment wage type (/3N2)
– The National Insurance Great Britain User Adjustments payroll
function (GBNIA) reads the values of these wage types to adjust the
following values:
– Tax paid wage type (/501)
– Employee NIC wage type (/301)
– Employer NIC wage type (/302)
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• 0570 Offshore Tax GB
– Stores tax data for resident and non-resident employees working in
the Isle of Man, Jersey, or Guernsey and Alderney.
• 0571 Offshore Social Security GB
– Stores employee's social security details for resident and non-resident
employees working in Jersey or Guernsey and Alderney.
– For Isle of Man, IT 0069 is used to store social security contributions as
it has the same National Insurance System as that of GB.
• 0757 Tax Credit GB : It is used to store employee’s Working Tax Credit
(WTC) details. WTC is payment given by the government to provide
financial help to the employees who are in low-income households,
whether they have children or not. It is non-taxable payment given to the
employees for a specific period and is added to the net pay.

